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QUESTION 1

Which two methods are supported for migrating your on-premises Oracle database to an Oracle Autonomous
Transaction Processing (ATP) database in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure? (Choose two.) 

A. Load text files into ATP using SQL Developer. 

B. Use RMAN duplicate. 

C. Use Oracle Data Pump. 

D. Transfer the physical database files and re-create the database. 

E. Use database backup and restore. 

Correct Answer: CD 

Reference: 

https://docs.oracle.com/en/solutions/migrate-to-atp/index.html#GUID-28E5A683-6DC6-4A07- BB1C-55F020D4C1CD 

 

QUESTION 2

Within your tenancy you have a compute instance with a boot volume and a block volume attached. The boot volume
contains the OS and the attached block volume contains the instance\\'s important dat 

A. Logs on the boot volume have filled the boot volume and are causing issues with the OS. What should you do to
resolve this situation? 

B. Stop the instance that is full. Create a manual backup of the block storage before making changes. Detach the block
volume, create a new instance of the same shape with a larger custom boot volume and attach the block volume to the
new instance. Configure the OS and any related application(s) to access the block volume under the same mount point
as before. 

C. Create a new instance with a larger boot volume size as well a new block volume which is the same size or larger
than the one attached to the full instance. rsync the state of the boot volume and the state of the block volume between
the two instances. 

D. Detach the block volume from the full instance. Create a new instance of the same shape with a larger boot volume
and rsync the state of the boot volume between the instances. Attach the block volume to the new instance. 

E. Create a manual backup of the block storage instance. Create a custom image of the full instance. Once that
completes deploy the custom image to a new instance. 

Correct Answer: A 

https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/Content/Block/Tasks/resizingavolume.htm 

 

QUESTION 3

Your company decided to move a few applications to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) in the US West (us-phoenix-1)
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region. 

You need to design a cloud-based disaster recovery (DR) solution with a requirement to deploy the DR resources in the
US East (us-ashburn-1) region to minimize network latency. 

What is the recommended deployment? 

A. Deploy production and DR applications in two separate virtual cloud networks (VCNs), each in different regions, and
then use VCN local peering gateways for connectivity. 

B. Deploy production and DR applications in two separate VCNs, each in different regions. Connect them using a VCN
remote peering connection. 

C. Deploy production and DR applications in the same VCN. Create production subnets in one AD, and DR subnets in
another AD (assume a multi-AD region). 

D. Deploy production and DR applications in two separate VCNs in different availability domains (ADs) within the
primary region, and then use a VCN remote peering connection for connectivity. 

Correct Answer: A 

Remote VCN peering is the process of connecting two VCNs in different regions The peering allows the VCNs\\'
resources to communicate using private IP addresses without routing the traffic over the internet or through your on-
premises network. 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two configuration formats does Terraform support? (Choose two.) 

A. YAML 

B. JSON 

C. HCL 

D. XML 

Correct Answer: BC 

References: 

Terraform configuration files can use either of two formats: Terraform domain-specific language (HashiCorp
Configuration Language format [HCL]), which is the recommended approach, or JSON format if the files need to be
machine

readable. 

 

QUESTION 5

Which statement is true about the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure File Storage Service Mount Target? 

A. You can access multiple file systems through a single mount target 
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B. Mount target has a public IP address and DNS name 

C. Mount target lives in a single subnet of your choice, but is not highly available 

D. Each mount target requires six internal IP addresses in the subnet to function 

Correct Answer: A 

A mount target is an NFS endpoint that lives in a VCN subnet of your choice and provides network access for file
systems. The mount target provides the IP address or DNS name that is used together with a unique export path to
mount the file system. A single mount target can export many file systems. Typically, you create your first mount target
and export when you create your first file system. The mount target maintains an export set which contains all of the
exports for its associated file systems. Limitations and Considerations 

Each availability domain is limited to two mount targets by default. However, you can export up to 100 file systems
through each mount target. 

See Service Limits for a list of applicable limits and instructions for requesting a limit increase. Each mount target
requires three internal IP addresses in the subnet to function. Two of the IP addresses are used during mount target
creation. 

The third IP address must remain available for the mount target to use for high availability failover. 

The File Storage service doesn\\'t "reserve" the third IP address required for high availability failover. Use care when
designing your subnets and file systems to ensure that sufficient IP addresses remain available for your mount targets. 
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